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Ten years ago, it was announced that the Joint Genome Institute with funds provided by the Department of Energy, Office of Science, Biological and Environmental Research would sequence the black cottonwood (*Populus trichocarpa* Torr. & Gray) genome. This landmark decision was the culmination of work by the forest science community to develop *Populus* as a model system. Since its public release in late 2006, the availability of the *Populus* genome has spawned research in plant biology, morphology, genetics and ecology. Here we address how the tree physiologist has used this resource. More specifically, we revisit our earlier contention that the rewards of sequencing the *Populus* genome would depend on how quickly scientists working with woody perennials could adopt molecular approaches to investigate the mechanistic underpinnings of basic physiological processes. Several examples illustrate the integration of functional and comparative genomics into the forest sciences, especially in areas that target improved understanding of the developmental differences between woody perennials and herbaceous annuals (e.g., phase transitions). Sequencing the *Populus* genome and the availability of genetic and genomic resources has also been instrumental in identifying candidate genes that underlie physiological and morphological traits of interest. Genome-enabled research has advanced our understanding of how phenotype and genotype are related and provided insights into the genetic mechanisms whereby woody perennials adapt to environmental stress. In the future, we anticipate that low-cost, high-throughput sequencing will continue to facilitate research in tree physiology and enhance our understanding at scales of individual organisms and populations. A challenge remains, however, as to how genomic resources, including the *Populus* genome, can be used to understand ecosystem function. Although examples are limited, progress in this area is encouraging and will undoubtedly improve as future research targets the many unique aspects of *Populus* as a keystone species in terrestrial ecosystems.
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Introduction

Sequencing of the *Populus trichocarpa* Torr. & Gray genome (Tuskan et al. 2006) and the subsequent development of genetic and genomic resources have solidified the role of *Populus* as a model organism for molecular studies in woody perennial research and forestry (Taylor 2002, Wullschleger et al. 2002a, Tuskan et al. 2004, Jansson and Douglas 2007). The availability of *Populus* as a model system for woody perennial plant biology and the availability of the genome sequence promises to expand our understanding of wood development, flowering and dormancy (Hsu et al. 2011), interactions of woody perennials with other organisms (Gottel et al. 2011, Labbe et al. 2011) and the genetic underpinnings of natural variation and plant adaptation to environmental change (He et al. 2010). Although some molecular aspects of these topics can be explored using resources developed for *Arabidopsis* (Chaffey et al. 2002), there is general agreement...
that woody perennials embody a distinct spectrum of structure and function that encompasses long life spans, extended generation times and perennial growth habits (Jansson and Douglas 2007). Therefore, many tree-specific questions can best be addressed using experimental approaches that combine physiological knowledge with information contained in the Populus genome. Although implementing such experiments can be difficult, there is encouraging evidence that such a promise is being realized in forest biology (Wullschleger et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2009, Neale and Kremer 2011).

A decade ago we emphasized that with the sequencing of the Populus genome a series of opportunities would arise for the tree physiologist to use this emerging resource (Wullschleger et al. 2002b). We speculated that rapid integration of functional and comparative genomics into the forest sciences would occur and thus facilitate research related to (i) developmental differences between woody perennials and herbaceous annuals, (ii) mechanisms that underlie phenotypic plasticity and adaptation of long-lived species to their edaphic and climatic environment, (iii) molecular insights into community ecology and ecosystem function and (iv) the use of new genomic tools and approaches to investigate causal relationships that are currently intractable using conventional methodologies. Here we revisit the sequencing of the Populus genome and, within the context of these topics, address how the tree physiologist has used this resource. A series of examples broadly illustrate where progress has been made and where opportunities remain. We find that the tree physiologist has used the Populus genome and associated molecular approaches to better understand phase transitions (e.g., flowering), interannual nutrient cycling and dormancy traits that are unique to woody perennials (Rennenberg et al. 2010), and to characterize the breadth and significance of genetic variation within natural populations (Slavov et al. 2012). Recent research has begun to emphasize plant–microbe interactions, focusing on Populus and its associated microbiome as a model system (Gottel et al. 2011). Additionally, we highlight how physiological studies have been facilitated by the rapid emergence of next-generation sequencing technology and the development of bioinformatic tools and capabilities. Finally, we show how sequencing of the Populus genome has enabled research relevant to ecosystem-scale processes, thereby opening opportunities for the tree physiologist to transcend organismal boundaries with powerful new sequencing techniques.

Trees differ in many ways from herbaceous annuals

The availability of the Populus genome makes it possible to ask, as did Groover (2005) and Petit and Hampe (2006), what genes make a tree a tree? We know that great size, long life span and phase transitions are distinguishing features of woody perennials compared with herbaceous annuals. We also know that size and longevity complicate almost every aspect of tree physiological studies. However, it is partly because of their size and life span that woody perennials differ in so many respects from herbaceous plants: apical dominance, growth habit, complex crown form, dormancy and seasonal nutrient reallocation. Several recent reviews have summarized progress in these areas and there is ample evidence for how the tree physiologist is integrating molecular approaches into studies of carbon uptake and allocation, nutrient dynamics, water transport, stress tolerance mechanisms and more (Wullschleger et al. 2009, Polle and Douglas 2012). In addition, developmental phase transitions (e.g., juvenile to mature and vegetative to reproductive) are also a distinguishing feature of woody perennials, with advances in our understanding of flowering as a good example for how the Populus genome has allowed insights to be gained by the tree physiologist.

In annuals and perennials, flowering is regulated by a complex network of pathways that integrate information from various endogenous and environmental cues (Huijser and Schmid 2011). Annual plants grow, reproduce and senesce within a single growing season, whereas woody perennials typically display multiple years of vegetative growth before they reach sexual maturity (Brunner and Nilsson 2004, Mohamed et al. 2010). In Populus, flowering occurs in late spring and early summer, typically before vegetative bud burst. The overwintering buds are either vegetative or reproductive so the decision to flower in the coming year is set by signals received before bud set (Jansson and Douglas 2007).

We now know that the transition between juvenile and reproductive maturity is genetically controlled. Using information contained in the Populus genome, Bohlenius et al. (2006) and Hsu et al. (2006) examined the role of specific genes in regulating the juvenile-to-adult phase transition in Populus (i.e., first time to flower, reproductive onset) and in the regulation of seasonal flowering in mature shoots. These authors showed that FLOWERING LOCUS T1 (FT1) and FLOWERING LOCUS T2 (FT2) could be manipulated to induce early flowering in Populus. In a series of subsequent studies, Hsu et al. (2011) used manipulative physiological and genetic experiments coupled with field studies, expression profiling and network analysis to reveal that reproductive onset is determined by FT1 in response to winter temperatures, whereas vegetative growth and inhibition of bud set are promoted by FT2 in response to warm temperatures and long days in the growing season. We now also have a working knowledge of microRNAs (miRNAs) and their occurrence across the genome. MicroRNAs are non-coding RNAs that appear to regulate target genes by binding to complementary sequences located in the transcripts produced by these genes (Aukerman and Sakai 2003). Two highly conserved miRNAs, miRNA156 and miRNA172, and their targets have been identified as key components of the genetic control
Table 1. Fundamental changes in approaches to physiological research have been enabled since the transition from the relatively low-throughput technologies that prevailed at the time of our first perspective in 2002, and the high-throughput technologies enabled by current technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genotyping</td>
<td>Amplicon sequencing; single-base extension; microsatellites; AFLP</td>
<td>The availability of inexpensive, high-throughput technologies has made high-density genotyping of entire populations feasible. This can provide insights into the present and historical distribution of genetic variation in a species, a prerequisite for understanding physiological variation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genotype–phenotype associations</td>
<td>QTL analysis, candidate gene resequencing</td>
<td>This will enable direct identification of alleles that alter physiological traits, including regulatory elements located in non-coding sequences. Furthermore, whole-genome association analysis will lead to novel discoveries of genes involved in physiological functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcriptomics</td>
<td>ESTs; differential display; microarrays</td>
<td>Direct sequencing of transcripts has opened whole-genome expression analysis to any organism of physiological interest. Furthermore, the ability to monitor allele-specific expression and alternative splicing provides novel insights into physiological processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community analysis</td>
<td>tRFLP; ITS sequencing; rRNA sequencing</td>
<td>The ability to quantify functionally significant community variation will enable exploration of tree physiology within the complete biotic context of trees in natural populations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AFLP, amplified fragment length polymorphism; QTL, quantitative trait locus; tRFLP, terminal restriction-fragment-length polymorphism; ITS, internal transcribed spacer.

mechanisms that underlie plant phase changes (Huijser and Schmid 2011). Wang et al. (2011) demonstrated that changes in the relative abundance of miRNA156 and miRNA172 in *Populus* are associated with the transition from juvenile to mature phase.

Armed with this information, the tree physiologist is positioned to use the *Populus* genome in support of forest tree breeding and accelerated domestication of tree crops. Gaining a thorough understanding of the mechanisms that regulate competence to flowering is important, especially in perennial plants, since a shortened juvenile phase could greatly facilitate breeding programs (Meilan 1997, Bergonze and Albani 2011). One way that this can be accomplished is through altering the temporal constraints to the breeding cycle by shortening the time to reproductive maturity. Neale and Kremer (2011) argue that progress can be made in this area by using direct genetic engineering and indirect marker-assisted selection approaches. Evidence is not yet available to suggest that either approach can be used to appreciably shorten flowering time, but access to the *Populus* genome is providing a new tool with which to explore this possibility.

**Mechanisms underlying genetic diversity in natural populations**

In our original perspective (Wullschleger et al. 2002b), we commented that genomics tools would facilitate scaling physiological understanding from cells to ecosystems. While we are clearly far from meeting this monumental challenge, recent developments have supported the validity of this assertion. Notably, the recent revolution in high-throughput genotyping and sequencing has caused a fundamental change in the way we approach genomic research (Table 1). For example, the advent of population resequencing has revolutionized the study of natural variation in forest tree populations, thereby enabling elucidation of the molecular determinants of adaptive variation at a landscape scale. Keller et al. (2011) and Hall et al. (2011) surveyed nucleotide variation in relation to geographic location in the boreal species *Populus balsamifera* L. and *Populus tremula* L., respectively, and successfully identified genes and polymorphisms showing signatures of purifying and positive selection. Breen et al. (2009) reported nucleotide diversity among natural boreal and Arctic populations of *P. balsamifera*, whereas Slavov et al. (2012) show that polymorphisms (single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)) in and near certain genes show stronger latitudinal variation than non-coding SNPs, suggesting that natural selection is operating to form locally adapted populations in *P. trichocarpa*. Population-scale resequencing approaches will provide new insights into molecular adaptation as true whole-genome resequencing of large population samples becomes more widespread. Such studies would not be feasible without a high-quality reference genome, which enables rapid and unambiguous genotyping at population scales.

The forest tree genetics community has fully embraced the association of nucleotide variation, especially SNPs, to adaptive traits of interest (e.g., Wegzyn et al. 2010, Eckert et al. 2012). This should continue to enable the tree physiologist to pursue a more complete understanding of how genetic variation translates to phenotypic plasticity in natural environments. Although SNPs are a major source of genetic and phenotypic variation, we envision that resequencing efforts will discover additional sources of genetic variation. This has been the case in human genetics where genome-scanning algorithms have revealed substantial structural genetic variation due to deletions,
duplications, insertions, inversions and translocations (Feuk et al. 2006). Current resequencing efforts are now being conducted at the population level and will enable the discovery and evaluation of structural variation contributing to genetic and phenotypic variation. A major limitation to the tree physiologist in exploring this source of variation is the elaborate and often customized bioinformatic workflows necessary to explore such data. However, a number of bioinformatics applications and computational resources are now available to analyze sequencing data using cloud and parallel computing (Schatz et al. 2010), and there are recent efforts to make these resources available to the plant biologist (e.g., http://kbase.us/). The combination of population resequencing efforts with sophisticated bioinformatic resources will surely lead the tree physiologist to novel insights on the sources of genetic variation underlying adaptation, including those driving physiological traits.

**Ecosystem function and community genomics**

*Populus*, as a perennial woody plant, occupies a key role within many ecosystems and as such creates an environment that promotes, forms and conserves assorted communities of associated species, including bacteria, fungi, insects and herbivores (Whitham et al. 2008). Shortly after the release of the *Populus* genome, there was a call to sequence many of the bacteria and fungi that comprise the *Populus* megagenome (Martin et al. 2004, Cheng and Tuskan 2009). As a result, the *Laccaria* genome (Martin et al. 2008), the *Melampsora* genome (Duplessis et al. 2011) and the *Glomus* transcriptome (Tisserant et al. 2012) have been sequenced, assembled, annotated and released to the public. In addition, numerous bacterial genomes, both endophytic and rhizospheric, have also been sequenced and released (van der Lelie et al. 2009, Brown et al. 2012).

These genomic resources have the potential to contribute to an unprecedented understanding of how *Populus* interacts with its associated microbial members (also known as the microbiome), which together act in a coordinated manner to shape host physiology and performance. Emerging results suggest that the number of potential *Populus* microbial associates is staggering. The *Populus* sequencing project identified numerous sequence reads that mapped to microorganisms spanning 3 kingdoms, 37 genera and 99 species (Tuskan et al. 2006, Appendix Table S3). Similarly, a metagenomics study by Gottel et al. (2011) found that washed roots of *Populus deltoides* W. Bartram ex Marshall contained a broad array of rhizospheric and endophytic bacteria and fungal communities, suggesting that the tissues within naturally occurring *Populus* roots represent a unique niche for microbial communities. Given these observations, and their significance to plant–microbe signaling pathways (Weston et al. 2012b), we contend that unlocking the genome sequence of not only the *Populus* host, but the associated fungi, bacteria and pathogens offers an exceptional opportunity to dissect how the interaction of genomes influences host plant function. We further contend that the sequencing of the *Populus* microbiome is not only a natural extension to the *Populus* genome project, but is a necessary step if we are to understand *Populus* physiology within the necessary context of interacting genomes. For example, it was recently shown that *Populus* leaf endophytes greatly reduced rust (*Melampsora* spp.) severity regardless of host genotype tested. This suggests that disease resistance is not entirely driven by the plant, but rather by a coordinated system comprised of *Populus* and its corresponding microbiome.

The rapid emergence of sequenced genomes and the genome-based technologies developed from those resources are already leading to new insights into the intimate relationship between plants and microbes. Likewise, these same resources could also lead to improved understanding of how genes shape the structure and function of terrestrial ecosystems and those insights could, in turn, help us better predict the response of plants, plant communities and ecosystems to biotic and abiotic stresses. In addition to the plant–microbiome connections, Whitham et al. (2008) proposed extending genomics to natural communities and ecosystems, arguing that feedback loops among intimately associated organisms cause the development of coevolving communities that are heritable at the level of the host tree, with large implications for ecosystem functions such as primary productivity and nutrient cycling. Indeed, Wymore et al. (2011) has taken the basic genes-to-ecosystem framework and put forth a series of postulates that describe how causal relationships between genes and their community or ecosystem consequences might be propagated. As a keystone species in many riparian habitats, *Populus* and other tree species occupy a central role in community or ecosystem dynamics and thus provide an excellent opportunity to evaluate this framework.

**Genome-enabled technology overcomes constraints of existing methods**

Microarrays were envisioned in 2002 as a tool that the tree physiologist would use to quantify gene expression for plants across a range of environmental conditions and thus learn more about the response of woody perennials to biotic and abiotic stress. Indeed, microarrays have proven useful for investigating high-throughput transcript profiling in response to various environmental and genetic conditions (Wullschleger et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2009). Such studies were enabled by the development of gene annotations contained in the *Populus* genome database. Various representations of cDNA expression arrays were created for *Populus* including the 13K POP1 (Andersson et al. 2004), the 25K POP2 (Moreau et al. 2005), a 6K
P. euphratica array (Brosche et al. 2005) and a 15.5K cDNA microarray developed by Ralph et al. (2006). Although tremendous insights were gained using spotted cDNA microarray technology including the development of a *Populus* gene expression database with cross-comparison analytical tools (Spodin et al. 2008), whole-genome-based oligonucleotide microarrays were quickly developed once the genome sequence became available. The first oligoarray was developed by scientists at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in collaboration with NimbleGen (Madison, WI, USA) targeting 59,216 predicted genes. This was followed by an Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA, USA) microarray targeting 40,444 genes and a four-plex format by Agilent (Santa Clara, CA, USA) targeting 43,363 genes (Tsai et al. 2011). These array platforms have facilitated numerous investigations including studies of organ differentiation (e.g., Drost et al. 2010, Rodgers-Melnick et al. 2012), nutritional status (e.g., Qin et al. 2008), carbon partitioning (Payyavula et al. 2011) and abiotic stress (Weston et al. 2011).

More quickly than one would have originally imagined, microarrays gave way to next-generation sequencing, specifically RNASeq, which relates the number of sequence tags of cDNA molecules (counts) to corresponding gene models, thereby providing a measure of transcript abundance (Wang et al. 2009). RNASeq opens the possibility of novel discoveries by allowing quantification of genetic variation from SNPs, allelic differences in expression levels and patterns of alternative splicing (Beaulieu et al. 2011, Geraldes et al. 2011). Furthermore, because it is not tied to a specific annotation, RNASeq permits genome-scale study of virtually any organism, thereby opening genomics approaches to the entire tree physiology community (e.g., Ueno et al. 2010, Hamanishi and Campbell 2011, Rigault et al. 2011). Not being tied to a specific annotation is important since RNASeq can therefore more easily keep pace with the fluid progression of genome annotation for recently sequenced organisms. For example, *Populus* gene call estimates changed from 56K to 41K in annotation v1.1 and v2.2 (http://www.phytozone.net/poplar.phpl), respectively, and a completely new annotation of the *Populus* genome will be released in 2012. This situation will be exacerbated for non-model organisms that lack high-quality reference genomes, which facilitate the assembly of RNASeq reads into transcriptional units (Yang et al. 2011). In contrast to microarray analyses which are based on a fixed platform, RNASeq data can be readily reanalyzed as improved reference annotations become available, thereby providing a more flexible platform that is appropriate for rapidly changing genomics information. RNASeq also permits the identification and characterization of genome ‘dark matter’, regions of the genome lacking coding sequence (Nagano and Fraser 2011). Many of these regions are associated with regulatory networks and gene function.

Numerous RNASeq analyses have been conducted for forest trees in the past several years. In one of the early efforts, Geraldes et al. (2011) conducted an RNASeq investigation on the developing xylem transcriptome for 20 accessions collected throughout the natural range of *P. trichocarpa*. They identified nearly 0.5 million SNPs in 26,595 expressed genes within developing secondary xylem, and detected numerous cases of allele-specific expression and alternative splicing. RNASeq can also reveal patterns that are not apparent from small-scale expressed sequence tag (EST) studies or from annotation of primary genomic sequence. For example, using an RNASeq approach coupled with proteomic analysis, Yang et al. (2011) reported finding 56 previously unknown small proteins based on RNASeq data in *P. deltoides*. Published RNASeq studies continue to be reported for *Populus* and other trees, and are likely to surpass published microarray studies in the near future.

A major remaining challenge for the tree physiologist is to go beyond the generation of lists of candidate genes and relate transcript abundance and genetic variation to enzyme kinetics and plant function. While this is certain to be a long-term challenge in plant biology, there have been recent computational developments to initiate this process. For example, computational tools to predict the consequences of SNPs on possible amino acid substitutions and protein structure and function have been developed (e.g., PolyPhen; Adzhubei et al. 2010) and applied to plant genomes (e.g., Gramene; Jaiswal et al. 2006). Using computational approaches, Abraham et al. (2012) were able to identify and align 25% more peptides from a trypsin-digested xylem protein library using SNP information from *P. trichocarpa*. Additionally, network analysis tools have greatly aided our understanding of the plant as a system by linking regulatory interactions and groups of genes into pathways participating in similar biological systems. This approach was recently used to investigate organ differentiation in *Populus* (Drost et al. 2010) and link gene networks to thermal inhibition of photosynthesis (Weston et al. 2011). A continuing challenge will be how, or if, we can link network results and systems models to whole-plant processes of interest to the physiologist (Weston et al. 2012a).

**Conclusion**

Our retrospective analysis confirms that physiological studies with woody perennials have been enabled by the sequencing of the *Populus* genome. In its broadest application the impact of the genome sequence is undeniable, as evidenced by the widespread influence of the main publication describing the genome sequence (Tuskan et al. 2006), which has now been cited over 1000 times in a wide range of journals and embraced by many disciplines. Sequencing the first tree genome has sparked research relevant not only to *Populus* as a resource for the pulp and paper industry (e.g., Nelson and Johnsen 2008), as a keystone species in ecosystems (e.g., Whitham et al.
2001), but it has also stimulated molecular-scale research in other woody perennials (e.g., Eckert et al. 2010, Jin et al. 2011, Rampant et al. 2011) and comparative research with herbaceous and woody plants alike (e.g., Weston et al. 2011, Yang et al. 2011b). Polle and Douglas (2012) emphasize that significant strides have been taken to understand targeted characteristics of complex tree life histories and that analyses of mineral nutrition and stress responses in Populus will continue to benefit from a combination of molecular and ecophysiological approaches. Thus, the forest science community should be pleased with how the Populus genome has enabled breakthroughs in areas related not only to whole-tree physiology, but fields as diverse as cell biology and chromosome evolution (Yin et al. 2008) in woody perennials. This added-value contribution comes as a result of advances in comparative genomics where insights gained for one species can inform knowledge of physiological processes in other species.

Despite significant advances in recent years, gaps remain in our understanding of basic biological processes that underlie how plants, populations, communities and ecosystems respond to the environment. For example, the third postulate of Wymore et al. (2011) for demonstrating causal relationships between genes and ecosystem processes requires demonstrating differential effects of the alleles of the responsible gene. However, individual tree genes have not yet been unambiguously implicated as the causative determinants of community or ecosystem traits, and it is probably unrealistic to expect that single loci will be responsible for a substantial fraction of the variation in such complex phenotypes. Techniques to model metabolic networks and an ever-widening array of bioinformatics tools are available for integration of genomics into tree physiological research in an effort to bridge these knowledge gaps. High-throughput tools now exist for collecting data on thousands of genes for organisms living in natural and managed environments, and physiologists, ecologists and evolutionary biologists are beginning to use these tools in creative ways.

Our assessment of the current state of how the Populus genome has been used in forest science research also shows where we have fallen short of complete realization of our 2002 predictions (i.e., functional characterization of ecosystem-scale processes). As the Populus genome undergoes its third round of improved assembly and annotation, we should remember that a genome is simply a computational representation of nucleotides and that our ability to do fundamental research in the plant sciences requires that we can align sequences, detect SNPs, classify peptides, identify genes and characterize transcriptomes accurately across a wide range of soil and climatic conditions. Each round of improved assembly and annotation gets us closer to having a system-wide understanding of some of the largest and longest-living organisms on Earth. Furthermore, as a reference genome, the P. trichocarpa genome sequence represents a small fraction of the genetic variation that exists in this species. Therefore, we anticipate that progressively more physiology-based studies will rely on resequencing to inform biology-based questions. In Wullschleger et al. (2002b), we emphasized that embracing new technology and new research paradigms is never easy, and it is clear that many long-term challenges remain for the application of genomics to enhance understanding of tree physiology. However, our community has already made tremendous progress and we are confident that genome-enabled tree physiology will play an increasingly important role in enhancing our understanding of what makes a tree a tree.
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